**IOS System:**

Search the "Mediatek Smart Device" from App Store.

**Android System:**

Scan "QR Code", download and install to your smartphone.
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**Functions:**
Make calls, message, anti-lost reminder, alarm, Bluetooth music, remote camera, pedometer, sedentary reminder, sleep monitor, heart rate, ultraviolet, thermometer, analog time display, Electronic time display.

**Connect smartwatch with your smartphone**

1. Scan "QR Code" from your smart watch, download and install the APP to your smartphone. Or find the "Mediatek Smart Device" from App store.
2. Turn on the bluetooth of smartphone and smartwatch, use your smartphone search Bluetooth devices, then pair your smart watch with smartwatch.
3. The smartwatch will sync your time, contacts, call records, music list when you success to pair.

**Operating instruction:**
1. Please fasten the strap buckle in case falling off.
2. Paddling screen left and right to switch the menu, enter or exit.
3. Power button: turn on, turn off, or light up the screen.
4. Charge or connect a computer by a USB cable, please keep dry when charging.
5. Long press the screen to switch the display clock.

**Watch Menu**

**Phonebook**
When the Bluetooth of the watch is paired with your phone, select “Sync with your phone”, the watch will be synchronized to phonebook list.
Then you can call the contacts by the watch.

**Dial Interface**
Enter the number to call directly

**Call records**
When the Bluetooth of the watch is paired with your phone, the watch will synchronize the call received, missed and dialled. Just select the number to call directly.
Message
When the Bluetooth of the watch is paired with your phone, the watch will synchronize the phone message list. Select the messages, you can check, reply and call back.

Find the device
In the APP "Mediatek SmartDevice", if the device added the watch, and paired with watch successful, click on the “Start” icon, then the phone will automatically ring, thereby find the phone. If the smart watch and paired phone part over a certain distance, the watch will ring as reminder.

Alarm
Add alarms

Notification
In the APP "Mediatek SmartDevice", if the device added the watch, and paired with watch successful, the watch also will sync the notice of your smartphone APPs, like facebook, skype, whatApp, ect.

Calendar
View the date

Bluetooth music
In the APP "Mediatek SmartDevice", if the device added the watch, and paired with watch successful, the watch also will synchronize the music in the phone. click on the icons, you can switch songs, adjust the volume.

Remote camera
In the APP "Mediatek SmartDevice", if the device added the watch, and paired with watch successful, the watch can remote control camera. Click on the camera button on the watch to take pictures. The pictures will save to your smartphone.

Bluetooth connection
Add, start and remove the Bluetooth device

Settings
Set time, language, ringtones, ring mode, volume, screen brightness and backlight time, etc.

Theme
Choose colck theme

Pedometer
View exercise steps, moving distance, calories

Sedentary
Set up multiple times to alert the user to move

Sleep Monitor
Monitor sleep time and sleep quality

Heart Rate
Monitor the heart rate frequency

UV
Check the UV intensity

Thermometer
Check your body temperature

Warm Tips:
Please take off the watch when go to the sauna, swim or take a shower, and do not soak the watch on other chemical liquids.